
Hey (again), please find below the feedback on Instruments as promised. 

 

I have to say that my instruments exams also had some AGK ones, not sure why but I sat both at the same 

time so not much to worry I suppose. 

 

Make sure you go through some basic concept, personally the piloten Notes helped me a lot, the night 

before I read them again and had at least 10 questions written with the exact wording. 

 

Some of us said it was more basic, some others said it was more advanced, I had a 1/3 basic 2/3 

advanced. 

 

I felt much more confident with the advanced as they seemed to me pretty straight forward unlike the 

basics ... 

 

Here are the questions that I can remember 

 

- When do you use the autothrottle: at start, climb, descent or cruise. 

 

- Definition (very phrasy) of EPR, I changed that answer 3 times and finally got it right. The best is to write 

your own definition as soon as you read the question and stick to it otherwise they will confuse the hell out 

of you! 3 of my mates had this one and we all felt like sh*t ... 

 

Definition of ADS & AWS (What are the parameters they consider). 

 

Stall PROTECTION? 

- Stick shaker 

- 2 distractor 

- autothrottle (I went for this one as you need a protection system taking action to correct for the stall 

whereas the stick shaker only warns you of an immediate stall). 

 

The colour code of an ASI arc: what does the yellow arc correspond to? 

 

Also in warning system, what does the yellow colour correspond to: caution, advisory or warning? 

 

IRS many questions on inertial system, some of them on the bank (as pure definitions). 

 

- IRS: what type of gyro is it using? Earth or Space etc 

 

FANS system: What kind of communication is it using VHF only, HF only or Satellite communication + 

Satellite Nav? Same as the bank but rephrased. Make sure you know the basing concepts. 

 

C = k-273 

 

You are descending through an ASH CLOUD and you have a Pitot tube blocked. Is your ASI 

- Over-reading steadily 

- Under-reading steadily 

- distractor 

-Under-reading suddenly toward zero (I went for this one as I remembered how ash clouds affected the 

engines on BA flight 9 to Jakarta. Indeed, ash clouds can become rock solid once they hit a surface due to 

their chemical properties which will therefore suddenly block the pitot tube... To be checked...) 

 

How many antennas can be found on Rad Alt: 

- 2 antenna + specify it FM modulated and one is the interrogator and the other one is the receptor. 

 

What type of capsule is a Fuel flow meter using? 

Similar question as 221244, however, they are not specifying a mechanical fuel meter, the answers offered: 

 

- An aneroid, 

- Spring loaded vane 



- Bellow (which I went for) 

- distractor 

 

For some reasons, the rest has not been uploaded: 

 

A simple definition of an aneroïd -> Low residual pressure inside and static pressure outside. 

 

Definition of a Servocontroller compared to an amplifier. 

I believe the difference to be that the servo controller is proportional whereas the amplifier can amplify at 

any rate. To be checked. 

 

Definition of drift as being across the longitudinal meridian 

 

Also the following QE id: 221293, 221251, 221252, 220653 

 

Analyse the colour signal white = armed 

 

If you are using the alternate static pressure from the cabin --> lower pressure in the cabin --> over reading 

in your ASI 

 

Attitude indicator gives you information about: 

-Roll 

-Yaw 

-Pitch, roll, and yaw 

-Pitch and roll 

 

Definition of Schuler oscillation and on what instrument could you it occur?  INS/IRS 

 

Some completely new questions on Fight envelop! Be careful as one seems completely correct but then 

defines the envelope of the engines and not the aerodynamic of the aircraft. 

 

Some new questions on Flight by wire! (not really bank so know what are the basic uses and what it can do 

and not do). 

 

Some simple and straight forward questions (same as the bank) about mode of operation on AUTO-pilot, 

FWS and EGPWS. 

 

 Hope this helped! 

 

Best of luck :D 


